
St Michael’s, Church of England, VA, Primary and Nursery School 
 

Finance and General Purposes Committee Minutes 

Thursday 7th February 

 

Attendees: David Hibberd, Peter Martin, Olivia Corfield and John Neenan 

Apologies: Chris Marriott 

Also Attending: Fiona Tibbitt as clerk 

KEY: Challenge Support SIAMS RE 

 

 

 Subject Action 

1 Welcome and apologies 

David welcomed everyone to the meeting especially Olivia for 

her first finance meeting.  

Apologies had been received from Chris Marriott 

 

2 Matters arising from the previous meeting - None  

3 Policy Review: (all based on NCC model policies) All policies 

had names and dates updated.  

  Pay policy – there were no substantive changes 

to the policy apart from the removal of the TLR ranges. All 

approved the policy. 

  Complaints policy – the wording was changed on 

page 2 to make the meaning clearer.  Timescales within level 4 

were discussed but it was decided to leave them as they were. 

There were no other substantive changes.  All approved the 

policy.  

  Capability model procedure policy – There were 

no substantive changes. All approved the policy.  

 Business Continuity and Incident Management Plan – The 

plan was discussed, and the following additions and 

amendments were agreed: 

Members of staff who are first aiders are to be highlighted on 

page 14,  

The phone numbers will be checked as up to date on page 19 
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Page 39 will be made clearer, stating that all will vacate the 

building and go to point A on Schoolhouse Lane initially and 

then move on to point B, the church, if necessary. 

The fire procedure was discussed, and governors were happy 

with this.  

Hostage situation procedures were highlighted and discussed, 

a plan will be put in place. It was agreed that there would be 

staff discussions about hostage scenarios in an inset twilight 

session, but it was unnecessary to involve the children in any 

practices for this. It is important that the children feel safe and 

secure in school.  

I was clarified that in the case of a bomb threat everyone 

would go to the church.  

JN will share the updated plan with the SLT.  The plan was 

approved with the discussed changes.  

  Business Impact Analysis 

The only change was to add work experience students to the 

list of people who may be affected by an event at school.  

  Finance Policy   

It was questioned why the SFVS stated the annotated BCR was 

brought to governors 5 times a year but the policy said 

monthly. FT explained this was because annotated BCRs are 

uploaded to Governorhub monthly for governors to see but 

they are only brought to Finance meetings 5 times a year. 

Governors questioned why Aylsham was spelt Aylesham in the 

school’s bank account name. FT explained that this was an 

error on Barclays behalf, and she had tried to have it amended 

unsuccessfully.  FT agreed to try again by contacting the 

finance team at NCC.   

FT confirmed she was not a signatory for the bank account. She 

is named as a person who was authorised to sign orders if JN 

was not available.  Governors asked if Activity Account sheets 

were completed for trips. FT confirmed they were, but she did 
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not routinely complete them for extra curricular clubs.  She 

agreed to complete them for clubs going forward.  

All approved the policy 

 

4 SFVS assessment 

OC agreed to be the SFVS governor. Governors had read 

through the completed SFVS document.  They agreed a 

Keeping Your Balances Questionnaire should be completed in 

March.  It was suggested the location of evidence could be 

added as end notes.   

Governors agreed with the remedial action for governors to 

regularly check the purchasing card log and for signatories to 

be updated for the school fund account.  Once this is 

complete governors will continue to regularly check the petty 

cash accounts.  

All approved the SFVS assessment.  FT will email it to NCC.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AB to sign the 

SFVS before it 

is emailed to 

County. 

5 Monitor annotated BCR 

It was questioned why agency supply staff were used instead 

of going through NCC.  FT advised this was because the school 

wished to use LH and she was registered with Teach.  Governors 

discussed the fact that agency supply often works out cheaper 

than through NCC.  

The use of Cover Supervisors was discussed and the fact some 

other schools use them instead of HLTAs and sometimes plan for 

the lessons they are covering.   

Several lines had an overspend due to increased need, this was 

highlighted in the notes.  

 

6 Budget Revision 3 

The change in budget share was queried.  FT explained that as 

nursery funding was estimated at the start of the financial year, 

dependant on predicted numbers, and was then adjusted 

termly to match the actual figures. There had been some initial 

confusion with the amounts paid but FT had clarified this using 

the early years funding portal figures. The autumn term had 

received more funding than expected but the spring term was 
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likely be slightly under expected. The predicted income for the 

year will be approximately as expected.  

The 10% towards the Ark renovations was explained and how 

the figures show as an income from grants and expenditure, 

which uses the grant money as well as part of the PE grant for 

the apparatus etc. £21,000 will be paid this financial year and 

£17,500 will now not be paid until April/May when the work has 

finished. It was clarified this can be carried forward as a surplus 

as it is for a clear reason.  

The letting of the Ark was discussed as an additional income 

line in the next financial year sub 95080.  Broadland School of 

Dance have signed an agreement to let the hall 2 evenings a 

week in term time on a long term let.   

94440 has been increased due to increase in breakfast club 

income. 

92430 insurance income has increased as an expected 

absence claim payment is due shortly. 

I13 for charity donations and school fund lines have been 

increased to match actual. 

99120 has been increased to match the actual teacher’s pay 

increase grant. 

10060 supply staff over time has been increased due to need 

for sickness cover. 

25270 refuse collection has increased to due payment for 

garden (green) waste collections, counteracted by the 

grounds maintenance from Norse contract being cancelled.  

49020 has been increased in this year as the PA (Pupil Asset) 

subscription was put through this year’s accounts instead of as 

a future year payment.  As the payment was put through BACs 

it could not be reversed and put through as a future year 

payment.  Next year it will be a future year payment so no 

payment will come out of next years budget for PA.   Year 2 has 

been increased to allow for the Jigsaw (PSHE/RSE/SMSC) 

package if this receives governors’ approval. The proposal will 
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be emailed to governors after the meeting to read and 

consider.  

40930 the education furniture line has been increased to allow 

for spend on library furniture as well as new items for kitchen, 

hall and new classroom tables.  

74520 has increased slightly to cover Steps training for 3 

members of staff.  

45170 has increased to cover the EPSS service which is greatly 

needed to enable the school to better help children with SEN.  

45900 has increased to match actual need from teacher 

supply to cover sickness absence.  

A confidential HR matter and its financial implications were 

discussed.  

The Budget Revision 3 was approved.    

to governors 

and their 

response to 

be sent via 

email.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AB to sign the 

revision 3 for 

before it is 

emailed to 

County. 

7 Premises report – buildings – BMP4 

There was nothing new to report with buildings.  Governors 

discussed the good value for money with BMP4. The 

renovations to Beech class would have cost the school 

considerably more and been more basic if the school had not 

signed up with BMP4.  

 

8 Health and Safety Monitoring report 

CM had checked GS’s weekly check sheets and made a 

couple of suggestions about heading and signing them.  There 

were no H&S matters of concern.   

A header to 

be added to 

GS’s weekly 

checklist 

sheets. 

 

 

9 Monitoring and Training 

JN had completed H&S training with Paula Amis from County 

who was pleased with the policies etc in place.  She will carry 

out a H&S audit in 3 months.  

FT had completed SFVS online training. 

The annual Asbestos inspection had been completed. 

PM asked for suggested online finance courses to be emailed 

to him.  
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10 Correspondence  
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The school is moving forward with the trim trail, half paid for by 

the HCPF (sugar tax) funds and half from capital funds.  This still 

leaves £1500 in capital funds from this financial year to carry 

forward to next.  

Sam Witton has emailed the school to advise the school has 

been allocated £7325 capital funding for the governments 

“little extras” initiative.  This does not need to be spent before 

April.  JN advised he would like to get the playground markings 

redone to encourage outdoor activity and play as well as 

improve the look of the school. It was agreed other ideas will 

be explored as well. 

11 Date and Time of next meeting 

Thursday 14th March 4pm. 

 

 


